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Ethical Themes from Doubt 
 

 The 2008 film Doubt explored a variety of ethical dilemmas that played a central role 

in tantalizing the viewer. Set in the mid-1960s in the Bronx, the film’s drama unfolds at a 

catholic church school run by Sister Aloysius Beauvier (portrayed by Meryl Streep) whose 

character questions her decision making. The film highlights for the viewer dramatically her 

juxtaposition of doubt with certainty. Streep’s character is an old fashioned, strict nun who 

lives her life certain of her convictions, seeing the world in matters of right versus wrong, or 

as one might say more colloquially, in black and white. Despite her rigidness, the viewer sees 

character Sister Beauvier as a righteous person, following the highest moral ground. The 

powerful ending of the film leaves the viewer questioning his own understanding of what has 

been presented, with key elements of the story shrouded in shadows of doubt. Sister 

Beauvier’s admission at the end of her own doubt unravels our confidence in her actions, 

revealing a variety of ethical themes for further consideration. The alleged sexual abuse of an 

altar boy at the church school is the central theme to this film, directed, and adapted from a 

play, by John Patrick Shanley (Internet Movie Database, 2012). 

 Central characters in the film include one of the school’s teachers, Sister James; the 

priest, suspected of sexually abusing a student, Father Flynn; the student, an altar boy, 

Donald Miller, and Donald’s mother, Mrs. Miller. It is when the naïve younger nun, Sister 

James, observes Father Flynn requesting to see the student, Donald Miller, during class in 

private that she goes to her superior, Sister Beauvier, with suspicion. This reveals an ethical 

dilemma: How far should we take a hunch, without ample evidence? James’s decision at this 

juncture in the story sets the rest of the events to follow into motion. Her suspicion soon 

escalates in the hands of Sister Beauvier, who is already disposed towards disliking Father 
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Flynn. Sister James confides in Beauvier that Donald Miller returned to class with alcohol on 

his breath. The two nuns together suspect the worst, until they privately confront Father 

Flynn in Sister Beauvier’s office. On the surface, they both accept Flynn’s explanation, that 

the boy was caught stealing wine. However as Father Flynn leaves the office, we learn that 

Sister Beauvier still suspects Flynn of not only abusing the boy, but seducing him with the 

aid of alcohol. Sister James takes Flynn’s side, convinced of his story. Whatever happens at 

this point showcases for the viewer the ethical outcomes of taking a pessimistic or optimistic 

view of a situation from the same shared experience. Despite believing the priest, Sister 

James is unable, because of her station of power within the structure of the school, to stop 

Sister Beauvier from seeking justice. The class difference between the two nuns because of 

age, rank, and experience is further explored in the movie through gender (the male priests, 

monsignors, bishops, Pope) in terms of power and privilege. The nuns take meals in solemn 

confines, eating simple, bland, colorless food. The priests enjoy a different life, feasting on 

meals of rare meat and wine, presented to the viewer in a scene rich with color, light, and 

shadow. The disparity of equity presented in these scenes is further explored later in the 

movie’s development. 

 Sister Beauvier seeks justice for the student Donald Miller by asking his mother to 

visit the school. Once again, the viewer is confronted with the question, Should we voice our 

concerns without proof? The two women take the private meeting outside as they walk back 

towards Mrs. Miller’s place of employment. Here the viewer encounters the arresting moral 

understanding of Donald’s mother. Confronted with Sister Beauvier’s certain suspicion of 

Father Flynn’s sexual relationship with Donald Miller, Mrs. Miller seems unaffected by what 

most viewers would accept as a horrific admission. Her ethical thinking is what amounts to 
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the lesser of several evils. She confides in Sister Beauvier the fact that Donald’s father is 

abusive, and has physically assaulted Donald for the perception of his son’s homosexuality. 

She’s willing to accept the relationship Donald has with Father Flynn because it is better than 

the one he would have at home with his own father. Her ethical stand befuddles Sister 

Beauvier, who realizes now that she must take on Father Flynn alone, without the aid of the 

Donald’s mother. 

 The other ethical theme at this point in the film is one of tolerance. For modern 

viewers, we are aware of the factual, historical story of the Catholic Church and the many 

sexual abuse cases that have revealed long-term tolerance (or denial) of this issue. Mrs. 

Miller’s tolerance of abuse is shocking to us, but is one that likely has mirrored a historical 

norm. The tolerance of Donald’s homosexuality is presented in the disparity of views 

between his mother and father. We can also see tolerance framed in Father Flynn’s 

discussion of his relationship with Donald Miller, one for which he views himself as a 

needed, caring figure in the boy’s life. He is telling the viewer, if not Sister Beauvier directly, 

“tolerate whatever you think has happened, there is a greater good to be seen here.” 

 Flynn’s thinking is nothing else but the ethical principle of act utilitarianism 

(Johnson, 2012, pg. 154), asking the viewer to consider the greater good amid one’s own 

flaws. He reveals this thinking in a final heated exchange with Sister Beauvier, framing them 

both on equal footing as sinners in the eyes of God. The sentiment is tested as Flynn asks 

Principal Beauvier if she has ever committed a mortal sin. It is at this point that the viewer 

might think, as I did, about the ethical canon of Christianity. How many sins are allowed? Do 

all sins carry equal weight? Father Flynn’s dramatic, heated exchange with Beauvier reveals 

a sentiment at home in the Catholic Church. Sins confessed are swept under the carpet. Yet 
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Sister Beauvier steps out of her role as a Catholic nun and chooses an even higher moral 

ground. She declares she will stop at no end to find justice, with her only satisfaction coming 

from Father Flynn leaving the church and school. In so doing, she aligns herself with a 

deontological school (Johnson, 2012, pg. 158), for the boy Miller should never have been 

used as a tool for Flynn’s personal fulfillment. In Beauvier’s eyes, this is stepping outside her 

vows, a promise she’s made to God. 

 A theme of fairness reveals itself after Father Flynn preaches to his parish that he will 

be leaving, portraying this change as life’s breeze pushing him to a new place. Father Flynn 

never admits to abusing Donald Miller. The viewer sees Miller in the church, seemingly 

devastated that his close friend, the priest, will be leaving. The theme is centered around what 

is fair. Is it fair that Father Flynn should have to leave this job, without proof of guilt? Is it 

fair that Donald Miller will lose a relationship he valued with Father Flynn? Is it fair that 

priests have been allowed in the sanctuary of the church to abuse impressionable children? Is 

it fair that Father Flynn’s new job will be at the larger, more established St. Jerome’s parish? 

Is it fair, if he is guilty, that he will be allowed to continue abusing students, as Sister 

Beauvier suspects? The tragedy required for a good film or story plays upon the viewer’s 

sense of fairness often enough to elicit emotional reactions. Of course, it is not fair that real 

justice is not found, and it unsettles us more than the character portrayed by Ms. Streep. 

 Mrs. Miller believes the end of a series of events justifies the means. Sister James 

believes there is good in people. She’s open to change and is flexible. The time period of the 

mid-1960s and the race of Donald Miller amplify the ethical inequity in America that still 

exists today. Sister Beauvier is ethically tolerant of putting aside her station as a servant of 

God to chase the threat of evil, despite it putting a personal burden upon herself. She, like 
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Mrs. Miller, believes the end justifies the means. Her disposition towards certainty in her 

judgment of others, and in her suspicion of Father Flynn both drive her throughout the movie 

until Flynn is removed.  

 The movie’s ending reveals virtue in Sister James’s thinking through the tolerance of 

others and an optimistic outlook. As Sister Beauvier cries in her subordinate’s arms, she 

reveals her own guilt of doubt. We are left to wonder how far her doubt pervades her soul, 

from one level about her actions against Father Flynn, to her own faith as a Christian. The 

viewer of Doubt is left in the uncomfortable nexus of doubt and certainty. For me, viewing 

the movie as a moral tale the ethical implication is to not only seek certainty through faith or 

feeling. We can admire Sister Beauvier’s commitment to justice. But the uncomfortable, 

lingering question in our minds about whether she was right or wrong about Father Flynn, 

reveals a need, especially so in today’s world, to collect factual information before taking the 

future of others’ lives in our own hands. The highest moral lesson this movie presents is a 

leader’s responsibility to seek justice and truth without an abuse of power or station in life. 
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